
hello, my name is eugen finkei.
let me welcome you to the world of my perspective.

the collection of selected works representing
my illustration and visual thinking skills.



collaborations



financial alphabet
The biggest Czech bank runs a financial education 
project, that educates young pupils at primary schools 
about financial literacy.
They are using a lot of print materials which should be 
designed in a unified visual style expressing the main 
principles of the project.

I have created a complex visual system based on an 
isometric illustration, that expresses 
the whole cheerful process of the project.

(spring 2019)



financial alphabet
The picture consists of specific parts that can be used 
on their own, expressing specific message of each print 
material.



financial alphabet
(2nd grade of primary school)
The project is divided into few levels depending 
on the grade. For each level, 
there was created a specific illustration
expressing the specific message.

(spring/summer 2019)



financial alphabet
A lot of pictures were part 
of practice book
and the educational event.



financial alphabet
(for seniors)
One of the levels of the education project
was focused on educating seniors.
The goal of the project is to teach them
the “technological literacy” so that they can live 
confidently in the world of modern technologies.

(summer 2019)



július satinský
illustration created to accompany 
a story about famous Slovak actor,
writer and artist.

check here

https://svetlopodperinou.sk/julo-satinsky-chlapec-ktory-rozveseloval-svet/


book cover design
A book design expressing the history of a famous 
Czech music band started career in psychedelic 
era in early sixties. 

(work in porogress)





bluegrass festival
Poster created for the bluegrass festival 
taking place near Prague.
The task was to redesign the logo and illustrate the 
whole picture, expressing 
The main features of bluegrass musicians 
and the place where it happens.

(spring 2019)



website illustrations
My friend who is a strategic planner asked me 
to create custom made illustrations for his website
that are explaining the whole process he is offering.

(spring 2019)



personal
projects



freedom?
The feeling of freedom.
That is all man can feel when quitting a job.

The feeling of anxiety.
That is all man starts feeling the day after.

Freedom will suddenly turn into a set of rules, 
tasks and duties that lead to survival.

 
The presented pictures are expressing few of my 
rules or “commandments” that I keep in my mind 
during all the time during my beginning period 
of free profession.

The collection was presented at the LUSTR 
FESTIVAL 2019 exhibition in Prague.

(autumn 2019)







wine labels
(2019)



wine labels
The set of wine labels consisting
of objects (food) that are suitable for combination with 
specific type of wine. 
It is also divided by the colour of woman’s 
hair to white and red ones.

(2019)



say kimchi
Illustrated poster appreciating
our beloved cat created 
for his birthday.

(2019)



the bay of pigs
Farewell illustration poster created to say 
goodbye to my great colleagues.

(2019)



hommage à
K. Teige / V. Nezval
Illustrated poster created as 
a hommage to my favourite 
typographical and poetical 
project made by famous 
Czech artists in the past.

(2019)



promotion
editorial image.

(2019)



massage
Illustrated poster.

(2019)



kickoff meeting
editorial image.

(2019)



this was the world from my perspective
don’t hesitate to explore more and follow at:
my website · behance · dribbble · instagram

https://www.eugenfinkei.com/
https://www.behance.net/eugenfinkei
https://dribbble.com/EugenFinkei
https://www.instagram.com/eugen.finkei.works/

